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Educational Psychology Developing Learners
"Full of classroom applications and strategies for planning and carrying out instruction,
assessment, and classroom management, this unique text helps readers understand
how to facilitate learning as teachers."--Publisher's website.
Designed for both undergraduate and masters-level introduction to educational
psychology courses. Helps students understand their own learning and apply the core
concepts and principles of educational psychology. Educational Psychology:
Developing Learners is known for its exceptionally clear and engaging writing, its indepth focus on learning, and its extensive concrete applications. The text's unique
approach helps students understand concepts by examining their own learning and
then showing them how to apply these concepts as teachers. The text moves
seamlessly between theory and applications, features the most extensive and
integrated coverage of diversity, contexts of learning, and neuropsychology and brain
development. It also includes innumerable concrete examples and artifacts to help
readers connect educational psychology to real children and classrooms
This title is only available as a loose-leaf version with Pearson eText. The marketleading education textbook on learning theories, Human Learning looks at a broad
range of theoretical perspectives, including behaviorist, social cognitive, cognitive,
constructivist, contextual, and developmental theories. It describes associationistic
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processes, such as classical and operant conditioning, as well as more complex and
distinctly human processes such as metacognition, self-regulated learning, and critical
thinking. Using a many concrete examples and specific classroom applications, plus a
lucid, conversational writing style that truly speaks to students, the author engages
students from the start, and makes the concepts, principles, and theories related to
human learning and cognition meaningful. The new Seventh Edition features a
condensed format, which ideally accommodates typical semester-long courses,
coverage of a variety of new topics that have emerged in recent research, and
significant updates to include such information as technological innovations in
instruction and the neurological underpinnings of learning and behavior. 0134040996 /
9780134040998 Human Learning, Pearson eText with Loose-Leaf Version -- Access
Card Package Package consists of: 013357928X / 9780133579284 Human Learning,
Loose-Leaf Version 013397247X / 9780133972474 Human Learning, Pearson eText -Access Card
Practical Research: Planning and Design is a "do-it-yourself, understand-it-yourself"
manual designed to help students in any discipline understand the fundamental
structure of quality research and the methodical process that leads to valid and reliable
results. The authors emphasize two things: 1) that quality research demands planning
and design; and, 2) how research projects can be executed effectively and
professionally. This text guides the reader, step-by-step, from the selection of a
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problem, through the process of conducting authentic research, to the preparation of a
completed report, with practical suggestions based on a solid theoretical framework and
sound pedagogy.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9780131190870 .

Note: This is the loose-leaf version of Human Learning and does not include
access to the Pearson eText. To order the Pearson eText packaged with the
loose-leaf version, use ISBN 0134040996. The market-leading education
textbook on learning theories, Human Learning looks at a broad range of
theoretical perspectives, including behaviorist, social cognitive, cognitive,
constructivist, contextual, and developmental theories. It describes
associationistic processes, such as classical and operant conditioning, as well as
more complex and distinctly human processes such as metacognition, selfregulated learning, and critical thinking. Using a many concrete examples and
specific classroom applications, plus a lucid, conversational writing style that truly
speaks to students, the author engages students from the start, and makes the
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concepts, principles, and theories related to human learning and cognition
meaningful. The new Seventh Edition features a condensed format, which ideally
accommodates typical semester-long courses, coverage of a variety of new
topics that have emerged in recent research, and significant updates to include
such information as technological innovations in instruction and the neurological
underpinnings of learning and behavior.
This widely used book is known for its exceptionally clear and engaging writing,
its in-depth focus on learning, and its extensive concrete applications. Its unique
approach helps readers understand concepts by encouraging them to examine
their own learning and then showing them how to apply these concepts as
teachers. The book concentrates on core concepts and principles and gives
readers an in-depth understanding of the central ideas of educational
psychology. More coverage of learning than any other introductory educational
psychology book. This book contains unique, integrated coverage of diversity and
inclusion and offers readers an opportunity to apply their knowledge of ed psych
in an authentic context while strengthening their skills in assessment. For
professionals in the field of Educational Psychology.
Educational PsychologyDeveloping Learners, Global Edition
This ISBN is for the MyLab Education access code card. Pearson eText is
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included. Help students understand their own learning and apply the core
concepts and principles of educational psychology Educational Psychology:
Developing Learners is known for its exceptionally clear and engaging writing, its
in-depth focus on learning, and its extensive concrete applications. The text's
unique approach moves seamlessly between theory and application, helping
students understand concepts by examining their own learning and then showing
them how to apply these concepts as teachers. The 10th Edition reflects the most
current research on learning, development, motivation, and assessment. It
features extensive and integrated coverage of diversity, technology, contexts of
learning, and neuropsychology. In addition, compelling application-based
examples and authentic artifacts are included throughout the book to help
readers connect educational psychology to real children and classrooms.
Personalize learning with MyLab Education By combining trusted author content
with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning
experience and improves results for each student. NOTE: You are purchasing an
access card only. Before purchasing, check with your instructor to confirm the
correct ISBN. Several versions of the MyLab(tm) and Mastering(tm) platforms
exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
MyLab or Mastering, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will
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provide. If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access
codes for the MyLab platform may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be
previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase.
Were you looking for the book with access to MyEducationLab? This product is
the book alone, and does NOT come with access to MyEducationLab. Buy the
book and access card package to save money on this resource. Helps students
understand their own learning and apply the core concepts and principles of
educational psychology. Educational Psychology: Developing Learners is known
for its exceptionally clear and engaging writing, its in-depth focus on learning, and
its extensive concrete applications. Its unique approach helps students
understand concepts by examining their own learning and then showing them
how to apply these concepts as teachers. More than any other educational
psychology text, this text moves seamlessly between theory and applications,
features the most extensive and integrated coverage of diversity, contexts of
learning, neuropsychology and brain development, and classroom applications of
technology. It includes innumerable concrete examples to help readers connect
educational psychology to real children and classrooms. From reviews of the
book: “Rather than simply presenting the necessary content, the author makes
you feel like she is talking directly to you. . . . I love that diversity that has been
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woven throughout the fabric of this text. . . . Ormrod’s personalized writing style
will reach undergraduate students in a way that few authors can. [The book] is
concise, yet thorough; comprehensive, yet unpretentious.” --Angela Bloomquist,
California University of Pennsylvania ‘Compared to other texts, Ormrod’s text is
written in a more accessible way. . . . Strengths [include] accessibility, good use
of supplementary materials, [and] updated research.” --David Yun Dai, University
at Albany, SUNY “Love how each chapter discusses diversity and special needs!
. . . Most students keep this text throughout their teaching careers as a resource.
Of all the educational psychology textbooks that I’ve used, this one is the most
comprehensive and interactive with vivid examples. . . . The supplemental
materials are very useful. The power point is extensive and easy to use for
lecture. I use the test bank materials and find the questions to be aligned with
students’ licensure exams.” --Cindy Ballantyne, Northern Arizona University
The best-selling Educational Psychology: Developing Learners is known for its exceptionally
clear and engaging writing, its in-depth focus on learning, and its extensive concrete
applications. Its unique approach helps readers understand concepts by encouraging them to
examine their own learning and then showing them how to apply these concepts as teachers.
The book concentrates on core concepts and principles and gives readers an in-depth
understanding of the central ideas of educational psychology–helping them better understand
children and adolescents. More than any other educational psychology book, this book moves
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seamlessly between theory and applications, features the most extensive and integrated
coverage of diversity, and includes innumerable concrete examples to help readers connect
educational psychology to real children and classrooms.
The first of its kind, Essentials of Educational Psychology is a brief educational psychology text
appropriate for all courses in introductory educational psychology. Focused on the core
concepts and principles of educational psychology, and full of classroom applications and
strategies for planning and carrying out instruction, this unique text will help readers achieve
insight into how they can help their future students learn more effectively, as well as gain a
greater understanding of their own learning. This unique, concise text engages its readers as
they embark on the journey of exploring the field of educational psychology and applying the
principles and theories to instructional practice. Key features include opening case studies,
"See For Yourself" features, excerpts from Video Cases, classroom artifacts, "Developmental
Trends" tables, "Classroom Strategies" features, and "Cultural Considerations" features.
Traditional Chinese edition of How children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, and the Hidden Power of
Character, a bestselling and highly recommended book on educating successful children. Paul
Tough is a journalist who is one of Americas foremost writers on poverty, education, and the
achievement gap. His thorough research and inteviews found that people from multiple
disciplines working independently on the problems of educating children, have found common
grounds, which debunk the current education models. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of the MyLab(tm) and Mastering(tm) platforms exist for each title, and
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registrations are not transferable. To register for and use MyLab or Mastering, you may also
need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases
made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the
access codes for the MyLab or Mastering platform may not be included, may be incorrect, or
may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. This
package includes MyLab Education. Help students understand their own learning and apply
the core concepts and principles of educational psychology Educational Psychology:
Developing Learners is known for its exceptionally clear and engaging writing, its in-depth
focus on learning, and its extensive concrete applications. The text's unique approach moves
seamlessly between theory and application, helping students understand concepts by
examining their own learning and then showing them how to apply these concepts as teachers.
The 10th Edition reflects the most current research on learning, development, motivation, and
assessment. It features extensive and integrated coverage of diversity, technology, contexts of
learning, and neuropsychology. In addition, compelling application-based examples and
authentic artifacts are included throughout the book to help readers connect educational
psychology to real children and classrooms. Personalize learning with MyLab Education By
combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes
the learning experience and improves results for each student. 0135206006 / 9780135206003
Educational Psychology: Developing Learners plus MyLab Education with Pearson eText -Access Card Package, 10/e Package consists of: 0135206472 / 9780135206478 Educational
Psychology: Developing Learners, 10/e 0135208637 / 9780135208632 MyLab Education with
Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Educational Psychology: Developing Learners, 10/e
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This title is only available as a loose-leaf version with Pearson eText. This access code card
provides access to the Pearson eText. The market-leading education textbook on learning
theories, Human Learning looks at a broad range of theoretical perspectives, including
behaviorist, social cognitive, cognitive, constructivist, contextual, and developmental theories.
It describes associationistic processes, such as classical and operant conditioning, as well as
more complex and distinctly human processes such as metacognition, self-regulated learning,
and critical thinking. Using a many concrete examples and specific classroom applications,
plus a lucid, conversational writing style that truly speaks to students, the author engages
students from the start, and makes the concepts, principles, and theories related to human
learning and cognition meaningful. The new Seventh Edition features a condensed format,
which ideally accommodates typical semester-long courses, coverage of a variety of new
topics that have emerged in recent research, and significant updates to include such
information as technological innovations in instruction and the neurological underpinnings of
learning and behavior.

The discs are integrated into every chapter. More than 50 interactive activities
give students practice in observation by watching video clips of children from
infancy through adolescence and recording their interpretations.
Note: This is the loose-leaf version of Educational Psychology and does not
include access to the MyEducationLab. To order MyEducationLab(R) with
Enhanced Pearson eText packaged with the loose-leaf version, use ISBN
0134027264 . Helps readers understand their own learning and apply the core
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concepts and principles of educational psychology to themselves as learners and
in classrooms as teachers. Educational Psychology: Developing Learners is
known for its exceptionally clear and engaging writing, its in-depth focus on
learning, and its extensive concrete applications. The text's unique approach
helps students understand concepts by examining their own learning and then
showing them how to apply these concepts as teachers. The text moves
seamlessly between theory and applications, features the most extensive and
integrated coverage of diversity, contexts of learning, and neuropsychology and
brain development. It also includes innumerable concrete examples and artifacts
to help readers connect educational psychology to real children and classrooms.
Also available with MyEducationLab (R) This title is also available with
MyEducationLab--an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with the text to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students see key concepts demonstrated through real
classroom video footage, practice what they learn, test their understanding, and
receive feedback to guide their learning and ensure they master key learning
outcomes.
This package contains the following components: -0137001142: Educational
Psychology: Developing Learners -0131980467: Case Studies: Applying
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Educational Psychology
"Handbook of Educational Psychology and Students with Special Needs provides
educational and psychological stakeholders with critical domain-specific expertise
on the factors and processes relevant to learning for students with special needs.
This includes students with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, other
executive function difficulties, behavior and emotional disorders, autism spectrum
disorder, intellectual disabilities, learning disabilities, dyslexia, language and
communication difficulties, physical and sensory disabilities, and more. With the
bulk of educational psychology focused on "mainstream" or "typically developing"
learners, relatively little educational psychology theory, research, measurement,
and practice has attended to students with "special needs." The factors and
processes studied within this discipline-motivation, emotions, cognitive load,
school environments, and more-are relevant to all learners, including those at risk
or disabled. Integrating guidance from the DSM-5 by the American Psychiatric
Association and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) by the
World Health Organization, this book synthesizes and builds on existing
interdisciplinary research to establish a broad case for effective psychoeducational theory, research, and practice that addresses learners with special
needs. Twenty-seven chapters by experts in the field are structured into three
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sections on diverse special needs categories, perspectives from major
educational psychology theories, and constructs relevant to special needs
learning, development, and knowledge building"-NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist
for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products, you will also need a Course ID, which
your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of
Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be
incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before
completing your purchase. T his package includes the loose-leaf version and
MyEducationLab® with Enhanced Pearson eText. Helps readers understand
their own learning and apply the core concepts and principles of educational
psychology to themselves as learners and in classrooms as teachers.
Educational Psychology: Developing Learners is known for its exceptionally clear
and engaging writing, its in-depth focus on learning, and its extensive concrete
applications. The text's unique approach helps students understand concepts by
examining their own learning and then showing them how to apply these
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concepts as teachers. The text moves seamlessly between theory and
applications, features the most extensive and integrated coverage of diversity,
contexts of learning, and neuropsychology and brain development. It also
includes innumerable concrete examples and artifacts to help readers connect
educational psychology to real children and classrooms. Personalize learning
with MyEducationLab ® MyEducationLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to work with the text to engage students and
improve results. Within its structured environment, students see key concepts
demonstrated through real classroom video footage, practice what they learn,
test their understanding, and receive feedback to guide their learning and ensure
they master key learning outcomes. 0134027264 / 9780134027265 Educational
Psychology: Developing Learners with MyEducationLab with Enhanced Pearson
eText, Loose-Leaf Version -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0134022432 / 9780134022437 Educational Psychology: Developing Learners,
Loose-Leaf Version 0134442245 / 9780134442242 MyEducationLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Educational Psychology: Developing
Learners
The best-selling Educational Psychology: Developing Learners is known for its
exceptionally clear and engaging writing, its in-depth focus on learning, and its
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extensive concrete applications. Its unique approach helps readers understand
concepts by encouraging them to examine their own learning and then showing
them how to apply these concepts as teachers. The book concentrates on core
concepts and principles and gives readers an in-depth understanding of the
central ideas of educational psychology—helping them better understand children
and adolescents. More than any other educational psychology book, this book
moves seamlessly between theory and applications, features the most extensive
and integrated coverage of diversity, and includes innumerable concrete
examples to help readers connect educational psychology to real children and
classrooms. 0131381105 / 9780131381100 Educational Psychology: Developing
Learners (with MyEducationLab) Package consists of: 0135140870 /
9780135140871 MyEducationLab -- Access Card 0137001142 / 9780137001149
Educational Psychology: Developing Learners
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780136127024 .
Help students understand their own learning and apply the core concepts and
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principles of educational psychology Educational Psychology: Developing
Learners is known for its exceptionally clear and engaging writing, its in-depth
focus on learning, and its extensive concrete applications. The text's unique
approach moves seamlessly between theory and application, helping students
understand concepts by examining their own learning and then showing them
how to apply these concepts as teachers. The 10th Edition reflects the most
current research on learning, development, motivation, and assessment. It
features extensive and integrated coverage of diversity, technology, contexts of
learning, and neuropsychology. In addition, compelling application-based
examples and authentic artifacts are included throughout the book to help
readers connect educational psychology to real children and classrooms. Also
available with MyLab Education By combining trusted author content with digital
tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and
improves results for each student. Note: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyLab Education does not come packaged with this content. Students,
if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab Education, ask your instructor to
confirm the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both
the physical text and MyLab Education, search for: 0135206006 /
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9780135206003 Educational Psychology: Developing Learners plus MyLab
Education with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 10/e Package consists
of: 0135206472 / 9780135206478 Educational Psychology: Developing Learners,
10/e 0135208637 / 9780135208632 MyLab Education with Pearson eText -Access Card -- for Educational Psychology: Developing Learners, 10/e
NOTE: Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for
the Enhanced Pearson eText may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be
previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase.
This package includes the Enhanced Pearson eText and the bound book.
Educational Psychology: Developing Learners is known for its exceptionally clear
and engaging writing, its in-depth focus on learning, and its extensive concrete
applications. Its unique approach helps students understand concepts by
examining their own learning and then showing them how to apply these
concepts as teachers. More than any other educational psychology text, this text
moves seamlessly between theory and applications, features the most extensive
and integrated coverage of diversity, contexts of learning, neuropsychology and
brain development, and classroom applications of technology. It includes
innumerable concrete examples to help readers connect educational psychology
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to real children and classrooms. The Enhanced Pearson eText features
embedded video. Improve mastery and retention with the Enhanced Pearson
eText* The Enhanced Pearson eText provides a rich, interactive learning
environment designed to improve student mastery of content. The Enhanced
Pearson eText is: Engaging. The new interactive, multimedia learning features
were developed by the authors and other subject-matter experts to deepen and
enrich the learning experience. Convenient. Enjoy instant online access from
your computer or download the Pearson eText App to read on or offline on your
iPad® and Android® tablet.* Affordable. The Enhanced Pearson eText may be
purchased stand-alone or with a loose-leaf version of the text for 40-65% less
than a print bound book. * The Enhanced eText features are only available in the
Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party eTexts or downloads.
*The Pearson eText App is available on Google Play and in the App Store. It
requires Android OS 3.1-4, a 7" or 10" tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later. From
reviews of the book: "Rather than simply presenting the necessary content, the
author makes you feel like she is talking directly to you. . . . I love that diversity
that has been woven throughout the fabric of this text. . . . Ormrod's personalized
writing style will reach undergraduate students in a way that few authors can.
[The book] is concise, yet thorough; comprehensive, yet unpretentious." --Angela
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Bloomquist, California University of Pennsylvania 'Compared to other texts,
Ormrod's text is written in a more accessible way. . . . Strengths [include]
accessibility, good use of supplementary materials, [and] updated research."
--David Yun Dai, University at Albany, SUNY "Love how each chapter discusses
diversity and special needs! . . . Most students keep this text throughout their
teaching careers as a resource. Of all the educational psychology textbooks that
I've used, this one is the most comprehensive and interactive with vivid
examples. . . . The supplemental materials are very useful. The power point is
extensive and easy to use for lecture. I use the test bank materials and find the
questions to be aligned with students' licensure exams." --Cindy Ballantyne,
Northern Arizona University 0133385744 / 9780133385748 Eductional
Psychology: Developing Learners Plus Video-Enhanced Pearson eText--Access
Card Package Package consists of: 0132974428 / 9780132974424 Educational
Psychology: Developing Learners 0133395561 / 9780133395563 Educational
Psychology: Developing Learners, Video-Enhanced Pearson eText -- Access
Card
This widely used book is known for its exceptionally clear and engaging writing,
in-depth focus on learning, and extensive concrete applications. It concentrates
on core concepts and principles, and gives users an in-depth understanding of
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the central ideas of educational psychology. Up-to-date information includes
discussions on critical thinking, apprenticeships, guided participation, setting
events, behavioral momentum, positive behavioral support, direct instruction, selfregulated learning, and lesson plans. Six chapters on learning offer a large
amount of material to help readers and students examine their own learning and
understand how they learn—and then shows them how to apply these concepts as
teachers. For individuals interested in a teaching career or the field of educational
psychology.
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